Abstract-A numerical integrator is derived for a class of models that describe the attitude dynamics of a rigid body in the presence of an attitude dependent potential. The numerical integrator is obtained from a discrete variational principle, and exhibits excellent geometric conservation properties. In particular, by performing computations at the level of the Lie algebra, and updating the solution using the matrix exponential, the attitude automatically evolves on the rotation group embedded in the space of matrices. The geometric conservation properties of the numerical integrator imply long time numerical stability. We apply this variational integrator to the uncontrolled 3D pendulum, that is a rigid asymmetric body supported at a frictionless pivot acting under the influence of uniform gravity. Interesting dynamics of the 3D pendulum are exposed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of a rigid body has fundamental invariance properties. In the absence of nonconservative forces on the system, the Hamiltonian is preserved, and a consequence of Noether's theorem is that symmetries in the Lagrangian result in the conservation of the associated momentum map [1] . Furthermore, the configuration space of the rigid body is a Lie group. Conservation laws are very important for studying dynamics, and the structure of the configuration space is a crucial geometric feature.
General numerical integration methods, including the popular Runge-Kutta schemes, typically preserve neither first integrals nor the characteristics of the configuration space. Numerical methods that preserve these geometric properties have been studied recently [2] .
Numerical methods that conserve energy and momentum for N -body systems were introduced in LaBudde and Greenspan [3] , and in Simo, Tarnow, and Wong [4] . Lewis and Simo [5] derived an exact energy-momentum conserving algorithm for nonlinear rotational dynamics. In this method, the integration step is selected to maintain constant angular momentum, and energy conservation is enforced by a momentum-preserving projection onto the manifold of constant energy.
Alternatively, variational integrators provide a systematic method of constructing structure-preserving integrators based on discrete mechanics. The variational approach approximates the continuous dynamics by discretizing Hamilton's principle. The discrete dynamics obtained from the discrete Hamilton's principle preserves the symplectic form, satisfies a discrete version of Noether's theorem [6] , and exhibits good energy properties [7] .
This discrete variational mechanics was introduced in Moser and Veselov [8] , where they developed a numerical integrator for a free rigid body by imposing an orthogonality constraint. Wendlandt and Marsden [9] derived a more general discrete Euler-Lagrange equation, and applied it to the rigid body problem using quaternions. However, these methods do not consider the geometry of the configuration space directly, nor do they include the effect of an attitudedependent potential. Marsden, Pekarsky and Shkoller [10] developed a variational integrator for the reduced dynamics of a mechanical system on a Lie group by introducing the discrete Euler-Poincaré equation. Bobenko and Suris [11] presented related work in the context of the Lagrange top, which only works for axially symmetric bodies.
In this paper, a numerical integrator is derived for the attitude dynamics of a rigid body under the influence of an attitude-dependent potential. It is obtained from a discrete variational approach, and therefore exactly preserves the momentum and symplectic form, while exhibiting good energy behavior over exponentially long times. This method explicitly respects the geometry of the configuration space SO(3). Furthermore, it is shown that this integrator is equivalent to the integrator presented by Marsden, Pekarsky and Shkoller [10] and by Moser and Veselov [8] in the absence of a potential.
The idea of using the Lie group structure and the exponential map to numerically compute rigid body dynamics arises in the work of Simo, Tarnow, and Wong [4] , and in more recent work by Krysl [12] . It can also be found in the abstract setting of symplectic methods on manifolds obtained from generating functions, as in the work of Leimkuhler and Patrick [13] , and in the general setting of Lie group methods, as in Iserles, Munthe-Kaas, Nørsett, and Zanna [14] . However, the method presented in this paper represents the first time that the Lie group approach is explicitly adopted in the context of variational integrators.
This Lie group variational integrator is used to study the dynamics of an uncontrolled 3D pendulum, that is a rigid asymmetric body supported at a frictionless pivot acting under the influence of uniform gravity. The pendulum models have been studied extensively in [15] , [16] , [17] . 
II. CONTINUOUS TIME MODEL

A. Lagrangian
In this paper, the attitude dynamics of a rigid body is considered. It is assumed that a point rigidly attached to the body is fixed in an inertial frame. We use R ∈ SO(3) to denote a rotation matrix from the body fixed frame to the inertial frame, and ρ ∈ R 3 is a vector from the pivot to the center of mass of the body expressed in the body fixed frame. The potential U : SO(3) → R depends on the attitude of the rigid body.
Letρ ∈ R 3 be a vector from the pivot to a mass element of the body expressed in the body fixed frame, and Ω ∈ R 3 be the angular velocity of the body in the body fixed frame. The mass element has a velocity Ω×ρ. Then, the Lagrangian of the 3D pendulum can be expressed as follows,
where
. This provides two different but equivalent expressions for the kinetic energy term in the Lagrangian, where J is the standard moment of inertia matrix, and J d is a nonstandard moment of inertia matrix. The relationship between J and
B. Equations of Motion
The equations of motion can easily be obtained using Newtonian mechanics. However, in this paper, we derive them from Hamilton's principle to more clearly illustrate the analogy between the continuous and the discrete equations of motion.
Define the action integral using (3) as
Hamilton's principle states that the variation of the action integral is zero, i.e. δG = 0. Because the configuration space is the rotation group SO(3), variation should be consistent with the rotation group. The varied rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) can be expressed as
where ∈ R, η ∈ so(3) denotes a variation in the Lie algebra of skew symmetric matrices vanishing at t 0 and t f . Hence,
Using the kinematic relationshipṘ = RS(Ω), the variation of the angular velocity can be expressed as
. (7) Substituting (6), (7) into (5), and taking variations yields
where the following relationships are used.
where [A] ij denotes the i, jth element of a matrix A, and
Using (4) and the properties S(x
From Hamilton's principle, the above equation should be zero for all variations η ∈ so(3). Because η is skewsymmetric, the equation in the braces should be symmetric. Then, we obtain the following equations of motion in Lagrangian form
or equivalently,
∂R . More explicitly, it can be shown that the torque due to the attitude-dependent potential is given by
where r i , v ri ∈ R 1×3 are the ith row vectors of R and ∂U ∂R , respectively. The attitude kinematic equation iṡ
Denote by Π ∈ R 3 , the angular momentum of the pendulum expressed in the body fixed frame. Then, (10) can be expressed as equations of motion in Hamiltonian form:
Define P = FL(R, Ω) ∈ R 3×3 , where FL denotes a fiber derivative, the derivative of L along the fiber in the direction δΩ [1] . Then, we have
where (4) is used. Therefore, tr S(δΩ)
Because S(δΩ) is skew symmetric, the expression in braces should be symmetric. Then, we have
III. VARIATIONAL INTEGRATOR Variational integrators are obtained by discretizing Hamilton's principle rather than the equations of motion.
A. Discrete Equations of Motion
Consider the fixed step size h> 0. Let R k ∈ SO(3) denote the attitude of the rigid body at time t = kh + t 0 . Define
where we used (3). Simplifying, we obtain Ω) dt, and the discrete action sum G d is given by
where N ∈ R is defined such that t f = Nh + t 0 . Consider admissible variations of R k and F k . As in (6), the variation R k can be expressed using the exponential
where ∈ R and the variation η k ∈ so(3).
Substituting (16), (17) into the discrete action sum (15), we obtain
Differentiating the above equation,
where (9) is used, and U k = U (R k ). Using the fact that η 0 = η N = 0, we can write the summation as
From Hamilton's principle, the above equation should be zero for all variations η k ∈ so(3). Because η k is skewsymmetric, the equation in the braces should be symmetric. Then, we obtain the following discrete equations of motion in Lagrangian form.
For given R 0 , F 0 and R 1 = R 0 F 0 , we can obtain F 1 by solving the implicit equation (18) , and R 2 is computed using (19). This yields a map
, and the process can be repeated to time march the solution. The Hamiltonian form of the variational integrator is given in [6] by
Because η k is skew symmetric, we have
or (11) can be used. Substituting (14), (20) into the above equation, we obtain
Similarly, we can derive the following equation using (21).
S(Π
Using (22) and (23), we can express the discrete equations of motion in Hamiltonian form as
Given R 0 and Π 0 , we can obtain F 0 implicitly by solving (25), R 1 is updated by (26), and the angular momentum Π 1 is updated by (24). This yields a map
, and the process can be repeated to time march the solution.
B. Properties of the Variational Integrator
Variational integrators exhibit a discrete analogue of Noether's theorem [6] , and symmetries of the discrete Lagrangian result in the conservation of the corresponding momentum maps. Our choice of discrete Lagrangian is such that it inherits the symmetries of the continuous Lagrangian. Therefore, all the conserved momenta in the continuous dynamics are preserved in the discrete dynamics.
During each integration step, F k ∈ SO(3) is obtained by solving (25) and R k is updated using (26). Since SO (3) is closed under matrix multiplication, the attitude matrix R k remains in SO(3). We will make this more explicit in the following discussion by expressing F k as the exponential of an element of the Lie algebra so(3).
C. Computational Approach
The structure of the discrete equations of motion, (24), (25), and (26), suggests a computational approach. The only implicit equation is (25). Given Π k , M k ∈ R 3 , F k ∈ SO(3) can be obtained by solving (25).
We now consider an iterative approach to solve (25) using the fact that F k ∈ SO(3) can be expressed as an exponential of S(f k ) ∈ so(3) where f k is a vector in R 3 . Using the Rodrigues' formula,
. Substituting (27) into (25), we obtain the following equation after some algebra,
Thus, (25) is converted into the equivalent vector equation
We use the Newton iteration method to solve the above equation.
D. Relation to Other Methods
The above discrete equations of motion can be viewed as generalizations of related work by Marsden, Pekarsky and Shkoller [10] , and Moser and Veselov [8] , to include the effect of an attitude-dependent potential, while respecting the geometry of SO(3).
Indeed, these three approaches are equivalent in the absence of a potential. When U = 0, it follows that M k = M k+1 = 0. Then (24) and (25) reduces to,
which is equivalent to equation (5.4) in [10] . Furthermore, (26) is simply the reconstruction equation for a leftinvariant system in discrete reduction, so we recover the discrete Euler-Poincaré method of Marsden, Pekarsky and Shkoller [10] , which they show to be equivalent to Moser and Veselov's method [8] for a specific choice of discrete Lagrangian.
IV. VARIATIONAL INTEGRATION OF A 3D PENDULUM
We apply the variational integrator introduced in this paper to study the dynamics of the 3D pendulum, a rigid asymmetric body supported at a frictionless pivot acting under the influence of uniform gravity [16] , [17] . The gravity potential, acting in the vertical or e 3 direction, and its derivative can be expressed as
A. Continuous Time Model
Using (29), we obtain
Then, from (13), the continuous equation of the motion iṡ
which is also known as the Euler-Poincaré equation.
The Hamiltonian
is a first integral. Conservation of energy is easily verified by direct calculation using (12) and (31). Equation (31) can be written as
If we take the dot product of the above equation with e 3 , the right side vanishes, which shows conservation of the vertical component of the angular momentum e T 3 RΠ.
B. Variational Integrator
Substituting (30) into (24), we obtain as the discrete equation of motion
Since the discrete Lagrangian is invariant under the left action of rotations about e 3 , the discrete analogue of Noether's theorem [6] states that the spatial angular momentum about the vertical axis is preserved. We can also verify this directly. Substituting (26) into (33), we get
Multiplying both side by R k+1 and using property of the rotation matrix, the above equation is transformed into
If we take the dot product of the above equation with e 3 , the right side is zero, which demonstrates conservation of e
It is interesting to note that (34) can be viewed as a simple discretization of (32).
C. Numerical Simulations
The properties of a 3D pendulum are (ii) Small perturbation from a inverted equilibrium
Simulation results for case (i) are presented in Fig. 1 , where the left figure shows time histories of the angular velocity, and the right figure shows the variation of the the total energy, the angular momentum around the vertical axis, and the SO(3) error, I 3×3 − R T R . The step size, h is 0.001. A simulation obtained from the variable step size Runge-Kutta method (Matlab ode45 function) is indicated as a comparison.
The angular velocity shows a regular motion of the pendulum. We can see that the variational integrator preserves the first integrals and the structure of the configuration space very well. Note that the conserved quantities diverge from the their true values when the Runge-Kutta method is used. The errors in the Runge-Kutta simulation increase as the simulation time increases, but the errors in the variational integrator do not. Standard deviations of the conserved quantities are presented at Table I for each method.
Simulation results for case (ii) are shown in Fig. 2 . It shows that the time histories of the angular velocity are irregular, while the total energy and the angular momentum around the vertical axis remain nearly constant. (A simple animation which shows chaotic motion of the 3D pendulum can be found at http://www.umich.edu/ ∼ tylee.)
Note that the Runge-Kutta method does not preserve the conserved quantities, and it also fails to show the correct response of the angular velocity.
V. CONCLUSION
A numerical integrator is derived for the attitude dynamics of a rigid body under a potential that depends on the attitude of the body. This integrator is obtained from a discrete variational principle, and exhibits the characteristic symplectic and momentum preservation properties, and good energy behavior characteristic of variational integrators.
The discrete equations of motion are expressed in terms of the angular velocity vector and a rotation matrix that represents the attitude globally. This is particularly significant, since it represents the first variational integrator that adopts the approach of Lie group integrators [14] to express the updated solution in terms of the exponential of a Lie algebra element, thereby yielding an algorithm that automatically evolves on the rotation group while embedded in the space of matrices, without the need for reprojection techniques or constraints. Higher-order analogues of such Lie group variational integrators are described in Leok [18] . The resulting Lie group variational integrator is used to study the dynamics of the 3D pendulum, thereby exposing some interesting dynamics. Small perturbations from a stable equilibrium are shown to lead to solution regularity; perturbations from an unstable equilibrium may lead to irregular or chaotic solutions.
